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Special

his is a special issue of Gaming Insurrection.
We usually don’t miss deadlines and we don’t talk about
what’s going in the world outside of gaming in GI. But, recently, we experienced a sorrowful and painful loss.
Gloria Nicholson Hicks, better known as GI Mama, passed away
March 9. Gloria, my mother, was the lifeblood of GI and one of my
earliest supporters when I began the idea that is Gaming Insurrection. She was there, providing our first home, equipment and her
services as a copy editor for the first three issues. She also helped
with coallating the first issues because we had paper distribution
then with local video game store Software Seconds.
I greatly miss my mom, who was more than just a supporter
and mom; she was my best friend and my source of strength when I didn’t think I’d make a deadline, or ran into other obstacles in the production of something that I love to do.
It is because of her death that we have been behind in the production of issues. And honestly,
I didn’t think I’d even continue GI after her death. But, I knew she’d want me to continue doing
something that brought me joy and gave me purpose, and so that’s what we’re going to do.
Thank you, to our many supporters, who have been patient as we’ve gotten back on our feet.
It means so much more than we could ever hope to express that there are so many who love us
and believe in what we hope to accomplish with GI: talk about video games.
This issue is for you, mom. Thanks for all that you’ve done for us.
I love you.

Lyndsey Hicks, editor-in-chief
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GI REVIEW POLICY
Scale is from 1 to 5 as follows:
1 — Broken. Absolutely do not play this game. A broken mess
from start to finish. Game is unplayable and irredeemable in all
areas.

BRANDON BEATTY is editor-at-large
for GI. Brandon writes reviews when the
mood strikes him, produces the quarterly Otaku Corner column for The Strip
and buys random jewelry for his lovely
significant other. Brandon resides in
Columbia, S.C.
CONTACT:
brandonb@gaminginsurrection.com
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2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechanics
work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in some
areas.
3 — Average and meets expectations. Mechanics work and
it’s a decent package overall. It’s playable, and you’ll come back to
the game.
4 — Above average. Exceeds expectations. Overall, a great game
worth keeping in a gamer’s library. Presentation and mechanics all
work as expected and add to or enhance the gaming experience.

BRANDON BEATTY
editor-at-large

5 — Masterpiece. Everyone should play this title at least once to
experience what it has to offer.
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CRY OF WAR

pring and summer are upon
us once again, and we’ve
gotten ready for some fun
events at GI. The return of
warmer days means cosplay
and the Far Eastern issue, which
if you’ve been following us at all
for the past three years, it means
we’re going to Nashicon. I look
forward to Nashicon every year,
mostly because it’s a chance for
me to geek out and not get strange
looks if I get to talking about comics and video games. It’s a fun
two days for us and we get to see
friends, amazing cosplays and indulge in our favorite anime series.

Lyndsey Hicks

BEAT.TRIP.GAME

Spring, summer proving to be an awesome time for GI
It’s also the place where mine and
Brandon’s relationship changed
to a more romantic nature, so it
holds an even more special meaning for us than just a regular
convention.
The Far Eastern issue is here, too.
It was my idea to marry the two
and make it an annual event. This
year, I wanted to expand on the
idea that not everything we love
and think is awesome is limited
to China and Japan. For the first
time, we’re trying to get a little bit
of South Korea in the mix. K-pop
is one of my favorite genres of
music, and I will always support

knowing different types of music.
We also watch Korean dramas (via
Crunchyroll) to go along with our
standard anime obsession. This
year, we’re returning to a food
map and highlighting our favorite
games and anime.
This issue is always a favorite for
us, and we hope you enjoy everything we’ve traveled to find from
our favorite corner of the world for
entertainment. Enjoy the issue.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief
of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
reached by email at
lyndseyh@gaminginsurrection.com

Brandon and Lyndsey at Nashicon 2015 on April 18.

Tatsunoko vs. Capcom is ultimate crossover in sound

W

e’ve previously established
how we at GI are huge fighting game fans but not so big
fans of Capcom. While we
appreciate their immensely
talented art and music staff, their
games and penchant for oversequalizing series leaves a lot to be desired.
However, we can make an exception if
the soundtrack for said series is great.
We’ve found that in Tatsunoko vs.
Capcom, which has one of the better
soundtracks on the market for a fighting game that is inherently Japanese
and could easily have gone the stereotypical route.
1. Opening ~ Across the Border: The
song is appropriately sentai-like and
perfect for a game like TvC. There are
two versions of the song: The English
version used in Ultimate All-Stars and
the Japanese version used in Tatsunoko vs. Capcom: Cross Generation of

Heroes. It’s an awesome opening to a
fighting game that looks great.

track as well. Both work well for the
stage.

2. Character select: This is one of the
better character select screen themes
I’ve heard in a long time. It’s fun and
upbeat, which makes a difference
when you’re selecting a character in a
fighting game. It sets the tone for the
upcoming matches and play, and this
track is all about fun. For certain, it’s
better than being “taken for a ride.”

4. Galactor Base: In addition to the
background stage being hilarious,
the track for the Galactor Base is really nice. It’s chill but it’s also a great
dance track. The synth present makes
the track enjoyable, and it plays a
large role in bringing the track together.

3. Daigo Temple (Moonlight) &
Daigo Temple (Cherry Blossoms): The
stage is the same but the themes are
vastly different. The Moonlight theme
is very serious and slightly dark in a
mostly minor key. The Cherry Blossoms theme is serious, too, but it has
more of an ancient sound to it with
the flute and biwa flute elements in
the background. The Cherry Blossoms
version is more of a dance/house

5. Gesellschaft (Storm): Another
interesting stage featuring hilarious
background elements, the Gesellschaft
is a ship run by the Servbots of Tron
Bonne. Featuring an awesome backing
track, the Gesellschaft is an upbeat
track that takes a booming bass beat
and pairs it with synth to make a
vibrant dance number. It really bears
mentioning again to pay attention to
the synth, which plays a great role in
making the song come to life.

the east
asia issue

W

elcome to the third year of the Far
East issue! This year is special in
that we’ve come to include a little bit
of South Korea, a
nation well known
for its food, music,
dramas and culture.
We’ve put the focus
on anime that we’ve
watched, games
we’ve played and
Lyndsey Hicks places to eat in
our hometown of
Columbia, S.C.
Hopefully, you’ll
get a sense of just why we appreciate other
cultures and especially why we geek out over
things such as chopsticks, Korean dramas, anime conventions and awesome Korean artists
and Japanese bands.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Special thanks to Evan Eckard of dinpattern.com for backgrounds
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games

Samurai Shodown
If you love the old style of fighting games that mimic the world of Street Fighter but
have more depth and character development and feature samurai, Samurai Shodown is
probably what you need to be playing. It just so happens that the classic games are all
contained in one beautiful package, and that package is six games: Samurai Shodown I
to VI, with mostly everything unlocked from the start. If you love samurai — and we’re
betting that you do — this is a must-buy title. For more on the package and to read our
review this quarter, go to page 17.

feature

Virtua Fighter 4
Evolution
Another innovative series from Yu Suzuki to grace our list, Virtua Fighter 4 was already
a great game to start with. After the disappointment of VF3 tb, VF4 managed to correct
and right the path of the series once again and bring prominence back to the venerable
fighting series from Sega. Raising that level further is Evolution, which features Quest
Mode, where a fighter can be risen through the ranks by fighting other characters and
ghost fighters. VF4 Evolution was the first of the fighting game series to feature this type
of mode (Tekken didn’t introduce it until the fifth game in the series, released in 2004),
and after that, everything changed in fighting games. Consider VF the innovator and
everything else the follower when it comes to 3D fighting games.
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Avatar: The Last Airbender & Avatar:
The Last Airbender - The Burning Earth

If you haven’t watched any of the Avatar series (first series and The Legend of
Korra), stop reading this immediately, set aside a large chunk of time and binge
watch EVERYTHING. The series are that crucial, enough that we’d recommend playing the video game properties based on the first book in the tale of the Avatar and
its sequel books (The Legend of Korra-based game — not so much). If you don’t
know anything about the Avatar series, just know that Aang is 112 years old and
awesome. The fact that you can play as him, Katara, Sokka and their friend Haru
is equally exciting and enticing. Really, watch the show and then play the games.
You’re doing yourself a huge favor, trust us.
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feature

Shiritsu Justice Gakuen:
Nekketsu Seisyun Nikki 2
If you’ve played the first Rival Schools, the sequel Project Justice or read either of our reviews on the series,
you’d know that this is the epitome of random, weird Japanese fun. The fighting game series from Capcom
focuses on schools and students defending themselves from attacks. Who or what is causing the attacks, no one
knows, but there are students fighting to find out. It’s a fun beat-em-up that isn’t Street Fighter, so we’ll take it.
Throw in the weird Japanese quirks and the fact that it’s school-based and an import title, and you have one of
the best fighting games out there. To read our review this quarter, go to page 19.

Shenmue
The ambitious project from legendary producer Yu Suzuki made quite the
splash when it first was released for the Dreamcast 15 years ago. At the time,
the saga of Ryo Hazuki’s revenge was known as the most expensive game
ever produced and it still certainly is among a large list of titles in the modern age. What makes Shenmue so unique, however, is the fact that it was the
first game to popularize the term “quick time events,” though the concept had
been around well before the popularization. It’s also known for being among
the first games to feature sandbox-type gameplay, something that is now
commonplace. Come for the story, stay for the immersive world and come
back for the innovation.
feature
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food
By Gaming Insurrection staff
We go to a variety of places to eat, mostly because we’re hungry, but in general because we’re adventurous in our choices for cuisine. Columbia, S.C.,
is known for being hot in the summer and for being a city of the Deep South.
What a lot of people don’t realize, however, is that it’s a boon for all types of
different cuisine. It’s a place to get everything you could possibly ever want
to try in terms of world food. Our focus is East Asian cuisine and, boy, does
Columbia specialize in it.

Best of China Hut
Address: 8710 Two Notch Road, Columbia, SC 29223
Phone: (803) 699-4343
Best of China Hut is serviceable if you’re in the mood for
Chinese. It’s not the greatest but it’s not the worst, either.
The service wasn’t very fast and when we got our order,
it was a large amount of rice stuffed into a Styrofoam
container. The presentation wasn’t there and the rice wasn’t
exactly knock your socks off. It’s fairly expensive but you’re
really not paying for the best quality you could get in town.
Grade: C+

Jasmine Buffet
Address: 7461 Two Notch Road, Columbia, SC 29223
Phone: (803) 788-1966

China Wok II
Address: 3981 Platt Springs Road, West Columbia, SC 29170
Phone: (803) 755-7100
This is easily the best Chinese restaurant in town, in our opinion,
after the fall of Little China Buffet. China Wok has a lot of the same
fare you’ll find in other restaurants serving American Chinese food,
but China Wok’s literally just tastes better than the competition. Everything is great here, but the standout is the Shrimp Fried Rice. It’s
flavorful and fluffy, and there is A LOT of it in almost every portion
you can buy. The only caveat is that it’s far out in West Columbia,
but that’s a small price to pay to get great Chinese food that doesn’t
cost a fortune, either.
Grade: A

Basil
Address: 702 Cross Hill Road, Suite 300A ,
Columbia, SC 29205
Phone: (803) 782-0716
website: www.eatbasil.com
Basil is unique for GI. It’s the first Thai restaurant
we’ve visited and it was spectacular. The food is
exquisitely crafted and the atmosphere is wonderful in
the restaurant. Any place that plays Thievery Corporation regularly is already doing something wonderful
for its patrons. In terms of our culinary delights, we
especially fancy the Pad See-Eu, with your choice of
shrimp, beef, chicken or just veggies.
Grade: B+
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Jasmine Buffet is one of the worst offenders of offering a
buffet of Chinese and Japanese food with far more American dishes on it than Asian. Every dining experience we’ve
had, we’ve remarked that the buffet is lackluster, with few
items that make it worth visiting more than once. And, for
the amount of items offered on the buffet and hibachi, the
price was not worth what we paid. It was extremely high
($13.99 per person) for such a terrible experience. Save
your money and go elsewhere.
Grade: F

Super China Buffet
Address: 421 Bush River Road #140, Columbia, SC
29210
Phone: (803) 798-8828
Super China Buffet has a good buffet and an outstanding
takeout service. It’s worth driving across town for decent
takeout but it’s not the best place in Columbia to go, or
even the best buffet place in Columbia. Its takeout is what
sets it apart from other places and that’s what we suggest
you rely on. The standout for us was the fried chicken
wings. Of all of the things on the buffet bar menu, this
was the best for both folks who tried it.
Grade: C

Yamato
Address: 360 Columbiana Drive, Columbia, SC 29212
Phone: (803) 407-0033
website: http://yamatoinc.com
Yamato is very much like every Japanese steakhouse you’ve ever been
to. It’s got the requisite broth soup, vegetable plate, rice and entree over
hibachi that every restaurant of its ilk offers. However, it’s reasonably
priced when compared to others in the competition pool and it’s got a
much better atmosphere than other Japanese steakhouses in Columbia.
The food is excellent and the chefs are talented and funny, making a
routine dining experience for GI into a fun and lighthearted time. The
portions are large and filling, which is something that’s required for
this type of dining fare.
Grade: B+
feature

anime
Tenchi Muyo
Our disdain for harem anime is widely known but there are a few titles that
inspire even the most hardened to soften and partake. Tenchi Muyo, known
for introducing many to harem, is one such title. It’s packed full of comedy
and raging hormones in the form of Tenchi Misaki, who encounters an
alien who was sealed into a cave – Ryoko Hakubi. He helps her and the
band of misfits who come looking for her in ensuing episodes of the original series. Spinoffs tell an alternate tale of how Tenchi meets Ryoko, but
it’s pretty much the same lighthearted, slapstick harem anime that many
have come to love.

One Piece
One of the longest-running anime in existence, One Piece is one of those
series that demands a viewing if only to see what the fuss is about. It commands respect, mostly for the sheer number of episodes produced. It’s also
got a deep universe that requires keeping up with well-crafted characters and
story. If you can get past the number of episodes, One Piece is a layered tale
about the travels of the Monkey D. Luffy and his pirate crew, the Straw Hats,
as he tracks down the One Piece, a treasure that is foretold to make him the
Pirate King.

feature
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Naruto
Naruto is the introduction that most in America received to anime, alongside
Dragonball Z and Sailor Moon. The appeal of the series is such that ninjas and
clans can be spotted around convention halls easily with headbands, nearly 10
years after the original series premiered in America. Naruto starts out as the
story of a orphaned boy of the same name who wants to gain acceptance in his
village and ascend to the chair of hokage, but manages to become something
more: A story about friendships, sacrifice, love and life. If Naruto succeeds, you
have to find out over the course of several movies and two series. But the journey is worth the trouble of slogging through quite a few filler episodes.

Boys
over
Flowers
(K-Drama version)
The seminal anime that has been remade into various forms is perfect for the Korean
drama genre. The story of Jan Di Geum and her maturation and effect on the F4, a
group of spoiled rich princes, is one of magic. It doesn’t take long to get into the story,
be introduced to the characters and make the acquaintance of Jan Di, who you will
probably begin to root for early on. It’s not hard to want to see her succeed because
of her obvious zest for life. It also doesn’t hurt that actress Ku Hye-sun (Jan Di) and
actor Lee Min Ho (Gu Jun-pyo) have excellent chemistry that makes them a believable
bickering duo. Whether it’s the story or the locations, there’s quite a bit to love about
the series and you’ll find yourself quickly picking a side in the battle for Jan Di’s heart.
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Avatar:
The Last AirBender
There are a lot of anime fans that feel Avatar isn’t anime, but we at GI disagree. It’s as much anime
for us as Naruto, for instance. And we certainly binge watch it like it’s anime. There’s never been
a series that’s gotten us so hooked from a sequel as Avatar. Watching the boy avatar Aang of the
Southern Air Nomads take down Fire Lord Ozai was still a treat and just as thrilling over the course
of a few months as it was probably to watch the series as it aired. Avatar has it all: Romance, action,
humor and a strong group dynamic that makes everything fall into place once you start watching
and begin to understand the appeal of the former Nickelodeon show.

Avatar: The legend
of korra
The sequel series to Avatar, The Legend of Korra picks up the story of the avatar’s fight to bring
balance to the world 70 years later. Several questions are answered, but a lot more are created
by the introduction of Avatar Korra and her ragtag group of benders and non-benders. There
are the sociopolitical implications of bending and even a discussion of depression, posttraumatic stress disorder and LGTBQ relationships. It’s an interesting mix of real world issues
and fantasy, with a lot of Asian mythology thrown in for good measure. All of that is to say, if
you haven’t watched the show, do so from the beginning. And watch Avatar: The Last Airbender
while you’re at it to complete your lacking Avatar knowledge.

feature
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music
BoA

Kwon Boa, better known as BoA, is
the reigning queen of K-Pop. BoA has
released 16 albums in the 15 years she
has been active in the industry. BoA is
the face of Korean pop for many English
fans, and for many their first exposure
to her is through rhythm music games
such as Pump It Up and Dance Dance
Revolution.

nightmare

Website: http://boaamerica.com/
Our favorite picks (singles)
Valenti
Eat You Up
Kimochi wa Tsutawaru
Every Heart
Hurricane Venus
Did Ya
I Did it For Love

Pay money to my pain

Formed in 2000, Japanese band Nightmare
is part of the Visual Kei genre. There are
five members in the band: Hitsugi, Sakito,
Yomi, Ni~Ya and Ruka. Their style is easily
described as '80s glamour rock with a hint of
emo. They have released eight studio albums,
though most English listeners know their
music from its inclusion in the Death Note
anime as an opening theme (The World) and

as an ending theme (Alumina).
Website: http://www.nightmare-web.com/
Our favorite picks (singles)
The World
Alumina
Raison d’être
Criminal baby
Konoha

The now-disbanded band began in 2005, but dissolved after the death of
lead singer K in December 2013. Musically, the band is considered alternative rock and alternative metal and post-hardcore. It’s a diverse sound that
reminds of early Linkin Park and a little of Killswitch Engage.
Website: http://www.paymoneytomypain.com/
Our favorite picks (singles)
Pictures
Rain
[Deprogrammer]
This Life
Dilemma
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feature

nashicon 2015

feature

Gaming Insurrection spent two days at the annual anime
convention in our hometown of Columbia, S.C., and we’ve
got the pictures to prove it! GI covers Nashicon every year
with pictures and videos from the convention floor. To see
more photos, visit us on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/Gaminginsurrection
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14 tech geeks
Seiki television
The less-than-well-known retailer Seiki has produced a decent
LED HD television at a reasonable price. The model that we received for Christmas was an affordable buy with a few options that
make it worth taking a look at.
Setup was easy with the most time spent in setting up the stand
for the TV. It comes with an ample amount of inputs, with a muchneeded HDMI input for modern gaming systems. The picture is
crisp with the right inputs, the best coming with the HDMI. The
best thing about the TV, though? The price: The TV was $169.99 at
most retailers, with our purchase coming at H.H. Gregg.
If you’re looking to get into the HD TV market and you’re unsure of
where to start, this is a good beginning step until you’re ready to
move up into the Sonys and LGs of the world.
Price: $169.99
Where to buy: H.H. Gregg, Best Buy, Target, Walmart, Sears,
Amazon.com

Arcade Fighter Micro

For such a small piece of gear, this is a decent addition to your fighting game lineup for the
Wii, especially if you don’t have something already.
The Arcade Fighter Micro joystick is built slightly well, not feeling heavy or overly large in
our hands. In playthroughs of several fighting games such as Tatsunoko vs. Capcom, the
joystick performed admirably. It, however, is not compatible with retro games bought in the
Virtual Console or those in the Homebrew channel. For those, it would be smart to use the
Classic Controller Pro. And the size, as small as it is, does work against it, making it slightly
hard to get used to when jostling for position in something such as Tatsunoko. However,
we’d recommend it as a cheap yet reliable joystick option.
Price: $24.95
Where to buy: Amazon.com, 2nd & Charles

Wii Classic Controller Pro

If you’re like GI, you’re a retro gamer but you also have modern systems. We were among
the many who bought a Wii (Editor’s note: See the first issue of the relaunch era, January
2008, for more information) in 2005, and we recently bought another system to complete the
collection. In the course of setting up our Wii for retro play, we realized we needed a reliable
controller that could play old-school titles well, beyond what the default Wiimote offers and
better than the original Classic Controller. Enter the Pro controller.
The Pro looks a lot like a PlayStation One Dual Shock controller, but it obviously has its
roots in the SNES era. The controller felt sturdy yet lightweight in our tests, and in the biggest nod to its usefulness, it was compatible with every old console we could throw at it. It
was worth the money to track down, and it’s earned every cent it’s worth every time we play
a game of Super Metroid or Mario Kart 64.
Price: $29.99 to $49.99

Where to buy: GameStop, Amazon.com
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The ultimate sentai group
and Capcom collide in one of
the best fighting games for the
Nintendo Wii, PAGE 16
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TATSUNOKO VS. CAPCOM: ULTIMATE ALL-STARS

Tatsunoko takes on Capcom in Wii brawl
2UP EVALUATION

By Brandon Beatty
Gaming Insurrection

Everyone who reads GI knows
that I’m an otaku. I’m also a big fan
of classic anime that has set the
standard for today’s anime. Most of
the awesome-level anime old and
new has came from Japan’s worldrenown Tatsunoko Productions. So,
when I heard that Capcom was reviving its “Versus” series, I thought
that Capcom was running out of
gaming ideas. That was until it was
announced that Tatsunoko would
play a major role. I thought it was
a joke, but I was in shock when
the rumors were true and thus the
question came about: What would
happen if Capcom’s heroes met
Tatsunoko’s heroes in a gaming
forest? Tatsunoko vs. Capcom: Ultimate All-Stars for the Wii answered
that question for me.
Developed by Eighting and published by Capcom, Tatsunoko vs.
Capcom is a 3D game that places
various characters from both companies’ top-selling series
into a exclusive fighting
game treat. Inspired
by the Marvel vs.
Capcom series, TvC
allows duos from
either Capcom’s or
Tatsunoko’s rosters
to fight against other
characters with the winning team going on to face
Yami from Capcom’s adventure
title Okami. If you like to mix a
Capcom character with a Tatsunoko character, that’s also possible
as a way to give the gameplay more

All of the razzle dazzle hype aside,
Tatsunoko vs. Capcom is something I
want to play. I’m already a fan of most
Capcom fighting properties, and I love
the Versus series, so I’m going to play
whatever they come up with next to
join forces with and create magic. In
this case, it’s anime related as well, so
there’s a winning combination all the
way around.
I didn’t know much about Tatsunoko
before playing the game, but after
spending a little time immersed in the
super sentai world, I learned that it’s
something
that’s compelling to return
to time and
time again.
Nice mechanics, an interesting roster and gorgeous attention
to detail with the environments and
soundtrack make it a nice package. My
only gripes are that the story doesn’t
really make a whole lot of sense (really, Yami from Okami, Capcom? That’s
it?), and that not knowing that much
about Tatsunoko actually works against
me.

Score:
4.5 out 5

variety. In addition to the original
arcade mode, there are survival
and time attack modes that allow
you to test your skills via
limited health regeneration and defeating
your opponents in the
shortest time possible. An additional
feature includes a
mini-game shooter
called “Ultimate AllShooters.”
Control is handled with
three buttons, which greatly
simplifies the learning curve. It’s
simplified even more thanks to
the Wii’s Classic controller, GameCube controller, third-party arcade

SCORE:
5 OUT
OF 5

sticks and the regular Wii remote.
You will love the character roster
consisting of each companies’ top
franchises such as Street Fighter,
Rival Schools, Viewtiful Joe, Lost
Planet, Darkstalkers/Vampire
and Mega Man for Capcom while
Tatsunoko is represented by Karas,
Tekkaman, G-Force and Yatterman.
There are other characters that can
be unlocked via use of money (Zenny) earned in each game, which
also will allow purchase of alternate endings, costume changes and
other unlockable surprises.
The music is top-notch in each
stage, but the intro and endings
songs are fun to sing and dance to.
In particular, the Gesellschaft (Clear

Skies) and the Daigo Temple (Cherry Blossom) stages are favorites.
Tatsunoko vs. Capcom: Ultimate
All-Stars is an answered prayer for
fans of fighting games and anime.
As a first-time connoisseur of this
type of crossover, TvC is delightful game experience. As an otaku
gamer, Capcom can work on my
damn nerves at times with their
no-thought decisions, but in this
case, they worked with a renown
anime company to bring a quality
product to a system that was in
SORE need of well-rounded games.
Now only if Capcom can make
amends with Keiji Inafune. They
might be respected once more.

Other than that, there’s isn’t a reason
why I wouldn’t play this constantly,
even if it is a Wii exclusive. That’s just
another reason to go out and buy the
now-defunct console. – Lyndsey

SAMURAI SHODOWN ANTHOLOGY

Complete classic collection
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

The fighting game industry has
always thrived on the very concept
that makes a title in the genre:
competition. There have been fabled
rivals throughout the entire lifespan
of the genre, with quite a few pretenders to throne. However,
SNK Playmore was one
of the originators and
the package of games
within Samurai
Shodown Anthology
shows they weren’t
playing around in
the ’90s in the slightest.
It’s pretty safe to say that
Samurai Shodown was never a
pretender. It’s got all the markings
of a marquee series, something that
could carry a company far in the
worst of times and keep eyes on the
product. At its core, it’s a game about
samurai and other warriors fight-

Samurai Shodown Anthology
is worth the fight to find
ing to the death. What sets it apart
from the competition — even from
within its own stable with brethren
King of Fighters — is its production values. The games have
always been gorgeous and
there’s a level of detail
that hasn’t been seen in
other series except for
the likes of
Tekken. Within the
collection of that is Anthology, all of the naturally gorgeous artwork and
level of detail is on display.
It’s important that this be emphasized because that’s what Samurai
Shodown is about at the end of the
day: Samurai fighting to the death
while looking fantastic.
The level of detail extends to the
soundtrack as well. In all games in

SCORE:
4.5 OUT
OF 5

2UP EVALUATION
Finally, a classic game that started the
weapon-based fighting genre is back on the
PlayStation 2. For decades, SNK Playmore
continued this series with not one but six
titles, emphasizing Japan’s adaption of duels.
Utilizing various characters and locales,
Samurai Shodown gives gamers a break
from the Tekken/Street Fighter clones on
the market, and shows a brief slice of life in
now playing

medieval Japan
during which
samurai fought
under the code
of Bushido.
I was allowed
for a brief moment to not only act out a
samurai fantasy, but also to release any anger
in a healthy way.
While the mechanics take some practice to
become familiar with, the music, characters
and graphics are top-notch and the story is

Score:
3.5 out 5

the package, the soundtrack is an
excellent concerto of Japanese bamboo flute and shamisen. This may
not float your boat, but for a package that focuses on samurai, this is
an excellent choice to make up the
backing soundtrack.
Samurai Shodown Anthology is
perfect collection of fighting games,
mostly because it’s good to have
the entire set of games on one disc
without having to own inferior versions of notoriously arcade-perfect
games. These are exactly what you
fell in love with in the arcade and
they’re all in one place, lovingly
included at the original definition.
If you’ve never experienced the hype
that was Samurai Shodown, now’s
an excellent chance to do so. Prepared to be wowed.

simple.
My only complaint is that there’s one cheap
shot character that loves to pounce.
For all of the SoulCalibur clones flooding
the market these days, I proudly say Samurai
Shodown Anthology has great replay value,
and it DEMANDS a space in any gamer’s
library. I’m glad that SNK Playmore had the
wisdom to keep this series alive from the
beginning, instead of a company that relies on
milking their cash cow to the bone.
Well done, SNK Playmore. Well done.
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DDR MAX DANCE
DANCE REVOLUTION
6TH MIX

A new
era of
DDR
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

Let’s have a quick history
review, shall we? Konami created the Dance Dance Revolution
series in 1998 and by 2002, there
were at least six entries in the
main series. I’d gather that this
meant DDR was pretty popular,
but you would never hear Konami say that too loud. At some
point, however, someone realized
the magic that was DDR needed
to come into the modern era.
So, everything that was related
to the first five entries in
the series — with the
exception of the song
wheel and difficulty categories —
was thrown out in
favor of a complete
overhaul.
DDR Max was
the result and with
it comes a mixed bag of
modern and old DDR.
Graphically, Max represents
the beginning of a new era.

Sure, it resembles current DDR
games because they use the song
wheel, but the colors became a
little brighter and the little
touches used to illustrate the different difficulties and categories are emphasized
more.
The interface is
much easier to read,
though the addition of
the Groove Radar still has
some ways to go here. It’s not
exactly helpful in providing digestible information that helps

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5

make quick
informed decisions. That’s a
complaint that
still stands
today, so much
so that I tend to ignore the meter
altogether.
Also, the foot rating is missing
and song difficulty rating numbers have yet to come (that’s not
until Max 2). But the song wheel
has been freshened up so it looks
a lot better and is a little more
palatable.
Musically, the selection is

among the best in the series.
The one thing about Max that’s
notable about the music is the
lack of a Paranoia mix. For a series trademark song, its absence
is immediately noticeable, and
quite frankly, drags the mix down
a few notches.
There’s a few throw away songs
like Share My Love and Dive, but
overall it’s quite a few excellent
choices thrown together to make
a good song list. The variety is
nice and it feels like a good fresh
start for a series that had a lot of
repeats in the first five games.

I don’t go back and play 6th Mix
often, mostly because I can’t deal
with a lack of Paranoia in my life
at this point.
As a DDR old head and one who
owns the American version as
well as the Japanese version, I
applaud the change up that Konami pursued. It was a bold move
that paid off in the long run: DDR
still looks like a lot like this form,
even with at least eight more
games under its belt as a series.
Sometimes, a change in pace is
needed to keep the dance groove
going.

SHIRITSU JUSTICE
GAKUEN: NEKKETSU
SEISYUN NIKKI 2

Rival
Schools
1.5 is
still fun

By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

We here at GI are strong proponents of anything Japanese,
fighting games and education. So,
you can imagine the delight that
is a generous mix of all three. To
that end, it should be obvious by
now that we love Rival Schools and
its overall series Project Justice.
Despite the fact that it comes from
the brain trust known as Capcom,
we’re still entranced by the concept
of Japanese high school students
fighting to save themselves.
The middle
game in the
series, Shiritsu
Justice Gakuen
or Rival Schools
2, is an interesting addition
to the family of fighting games. It’s
neither a true sequel nor a spin-off
of the original game. It’s an addendum, which Capcom is notorious
for pushing on the general buying
public. It’s more of the original
game — which we love — with
some upgrades thrown in to make
it worth importing. This version
was never released in America,
thus there are modes that
you will never see.
That makes importing the game
worth the time
and trouble.
RS2 is your
standard fighting game, which
doesn’t make it
unique. However,
the inclusion of the
board game mode and the character creation mode that plays out
like an eroge simulation are some
of the goodies that we’re missing
out on in the U.S. There’s also the
addition of three new characters:
Ran, a photojournalist who uses

“

her camera to attack; Nagare,
a swimmer; and, Chairperson/
Iinciyo, who leads the charge for
Taiyo High School students to
defend themselves. Other than
these gifts, there’s not much different here than the first game.
You’re still fighting to defend your
chosen school, and there’s still fun
to be had in a slightly deep fighting game system. There’s not too
much different aesthetics-wise, in
that there are a few new stages
and new stage themes. The
older stages are still here
and it’s fun to play against
the newcomers with
older characters or a created character.
I have two caveats
with recommending the
game to others. The first is
the fact that it’s in Japanese
mostly and reading is a must to
get through the character creation
and board game modes. That’s a
bit much if you’re not into the language or know enough to navigate
through menus. The other issue
is the fact that, as usual, Capcom
has seen fit to deny American

SCORE:
3.5 OUT
OF 5

retrograde

”

But we’re smart enough to make cash
grabs off of for multiple versions of
Street Fighter, though, right?

gamers the best of a series, shortchanging loyal money-spending
fans who would pay a high price
for the goodies of the character
creation mode and the board game
mode. The dirty truth of it all is
Capcom has never thought highly
of its American audience. We’re
not going to see something awesome like either mode because “we
just wouldn’t get it anyway.” A fun
fact is that both modes were to
be included in the first game but
were left out in America because it
would have been too much trouble
to include them for Americans,
according to Capcom of Japan. But
we’re smart enough to make cash
grabs off of for multiple version of
Street Fighter, though, right?
The moral of this story is that Rival Schools and its further sequels
all deserve to be played by a wider
audience. Although it’s a slight
rehash of the first game, RS2 was
deserving of respect and a proper
introduction to the American audience. Thankfully, we were allowed
to see the next sequel, Project
Justice. Here’s hoping for a class
reunion.
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10 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT

FINAL FANTASY

Every game has a central theme that shows up in the logo.
Amano, who stepped down as main character artist with the sixth game,
still continues to provide the logo art for the series. Amano’s designs show
the main theme of the game within the logo. For example, Final Fantasy
V’s logo art is a dragon, which plays a central theme in the game.

3
Hironobu
Sakaguchi

Nobou Uematsu

Why is it called Final Fantasy?
Legend has it that creator Hironobu
Sakaguchi thought he would only be
able to do one last game for Square
in 1987 before quitting the games industry
and going back to school. He thought this
might be the first and last game that he
would do in the series and wanted it to
be the ultimate fantasy tale. Thus, Final
Fantasy.

1

No main storyline repeats
in any of the games.
No storyline for any of the
14 games in the series repeats
in another mainline entry. All main
games are a separate universe and
have separate stories. The first spinoff
game came with Final Fantasy X-2.

4

Yoshitaka Amano

There are three main people known for their
work with the series.
The series was conceived by Sakaguchi. The music for the first nine mainline games was composed
entirely by Nobou Uematsu. The character art and title
logo art for the first six games was drawn by Yoshitaka
Amano.

2

The numbering system of games righted
itself with the release of Final Fantasy VII.
Keep up if you can: Final Fantasy I was
released in America as well as Japan. Final
Fantasy II was not released outside of Japan until
2010. Final Fantasy III in Japan did not come to the
U.S. until it was released in 1994 as Final Fantasy
VI. Final Fantasy IV was released in the U.S. as
Final Fantasy II and V was not released until Final
Fantasy Anthology for the PSOne in 1999.

8

6

Final Fantasy VII marked the switch of the
series from cartridges to CDs.
Square Enix formally made the switch after
disagreements with Nintendo about using the
more expensive cartridge format to make games.
Final Fantasy VII became the first game in the
series to debut on the Sony PlayStation and ended
the exclusivity of Square games on Nintendo
consoles.

There are common
elements that appear
across mainline
games and spinoffs.
Common elements that
reappear are the “Prelude” and “Prologue”
themes by Uematsu, a
character called Cid who
will be male or female,
job classes, Moogles,
Chocobos for transportation, summons and magic
usage.

Most of the series protagonists after
FFV are named after weather or
meteorological elements.
FFVI = Terra Branford
FFVII = Cloud Strife
FFVIII = Squall Leonhart

9

5
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Each game has a type
of system for combat
and magic usage. The
most commonly used
system is the Job system.
Created for Final Fantasy
III, the Job system is the most
commonly used combat system in the series. It has been
used in III, V and XIII.

7

FFIX = Zidane Tribal
FFX = Tidus
FFXI = no main protagonist
FFXII = Vaan (Aqua in early development)
FFXIII = Lightning
Final Fantasy, as a series,
is ranked as the 12th all-time
best-selling video game
franchise.
The series, which features 15 main
games and numerous spinoffs, sequels
and prequels, has sold 110 million
games in the 28 years since the release
of the eponymous game.

10
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
On tap this quarter:
No. 90: Shellder
No. 91: Cloyster
No. 92: Gastly
No. 93: Haunter
No. 94: Gengar
No. 95: Onix
No. 96: Drowzee
No. 97: Hypno
Special thanks to
Bulbapedia for
Pokémon artwork

LEVEL

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Withdraw
Clamp
Aurora Beam
Spike Cannon
Delete
Supersonic

Evolves via Water Stone

No. 90 —Shellder

START
START
18
23
30
39
50

ATTACK
Tackle
Withdraw
Supersonic
Clamp
Aurora
Beam
Leer
Ice Beam

TYPE
LEVEL
START
START
START
START

Normal
Ice

EDITOR’S NOTES:
The Ice/Water combination is great to have as a
resource within your team when you’re preparing
for the Elite Four. Ice types aren’t exactly the most
abundant in the world of Pokémon in Generation

retro game corner

No. 91 —Cloyster

Normal
Water
Normal
Water
Ice

50
1, so when you come across some moves, it’s
always a treat to find a way to incorporate them
into your team.
Shellder and Cloyster are great examples of a
unique duo that can work well against a particular

ATTACK
Withdraw
Supersonic
Clamp
Aurora
Beam
Spike
Cannon

TYPE
Water
Normal
Water
Ice
Normal

Elite Four representative: Bruno. Because of the
reliance on mostly Water-type moves, the two
Pokémon will come in handy and will certainly
help with knocking out Rock types. Just be careful
of the two facts: Ground beats Ice, but Ice beats
Rock.
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER

Evolves at Level 25

Evolves at via trade

No. 92 —Gastly

LEVEL
START
START
START
27
35

ATTACK
Lick
Confuse
Ray
Night Shade
Hypnosis
Dream Eater

No. 93 —Haunter

TYPE

LEVEL

Ghost
Ghost

START
START

Ghost
Psychic
Psychic

START
29
38

EDITOR’S NOTES:

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep all moves, but delete Lick
after the chain learns Night Shade.
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As the first and only Ghost type that
you will encounter in the Generation I era of Pokémon, the Ghastly/
Haunter/Gengar trio is a formidable
chain to contend with. There are
many benefits to using the group,
but there are a few caveats as well.
Starting with its strengths, the trio
is weak to very few types and they’re
immune to Normal and Fighting
types. These traits make Ghosts

ATTACK
Lick
Confuse
Ray
Night Shade
Hypnosis
Dream Eater

No. 94 —Gengar

TYPE
Ghost
Ghost
Ghost
Psychic
Psychic

such as Ghastly an attractive option
for normal use. But, in terms of
weaknesses, Ghosts aren’t varied in
Red and Blue. You only have one set
to choose from and to get the final
evolution, you have to trade. There is
work involved with obtaining Gengar, so choose whether it’s beneficial
to use the Pokémon in your travels
and certainly whether it’s worth
working to use against the Elite Four.
Also, keep in mind that Normal and
Psychic-type Pokémon are immune

LEVEL
START
START
START
29
38

ATTACK
Lick
Confuse
Ray
Night Shade
Hypnosis
Dream Eater

TYPE
Ghost
Ghost
Ghost
Psychic
Psychic

to Ghost-type moves.
Moveset-wise, the chain has an
interesting set of techniques that will
confound even the most formidable
foe. The moveset is one of few in
the game that we would not delete
any of the moves, though eventually
you will have to since you’re only allowed to use four at any given time.
While we don’t specifically use the
chain on our Elite Four team, we do
highly recommend consideration of
the chain if it fits your needs.
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Rock Throw
Slam
Delete
Tackle
Screech
Bind
Rage
Harden

Evolves at Level 26

No. 95 —Onix

LEVEL

Moves to teach
TM 28 – Dig
TM 48 – Rock Slide

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Pound (until Head Butt is learned)
Hypnosis
Confusion
Poison Gas
Psychic
Delete
Disable
Pound (once Head Butt is learned)
Meditate

retro game corner

START
START
15
19
25
33
43

ATTACK
Tackle
Screech
Bind
Rock Throw
Rage
Slam
Harden

No. 96 —Drowzee

TYPE
Normal
Normal
Normal
Rock
Normal
Normal
Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Onix may be a lone wolf type of Pokémon in terms
of evolving, but don’t let that keep you from obtaining one. Onix is among the more popular Rock/
Ground Pokémon and with the right moves added
to its repertoire, it can become a hidden powerhouse capable of taking entire teams down in the
right situation.
However, that is the caveat to raising an Onix from
the ground level: You will have to find the right
combination of moves to completely transform its
moveset.
The majority of the move that it originally learns
are very good, but it can learn more powerful moves through HMs and TMs. Although we
employ Golem on our Elite Four team, Onix is an
extremely good substitution if you don’t want to go
through the trouble of raising a Geodude.

LEVEL
START
START
12
17
24
29
32
37

ATTACK
Pound
Hypnosis
Disable
Confusion
Head Butt
Poison Gas
Psychic
Meditate

No. 97 —Hypno

TYPE
Normal
Psychic
Normal
Psychic
Normal
Poison
Psychic
Psychic

EDITOR’S NOTES:
The Psychic-type evolutionary chain of Drowzee/
Hypno isn’t a bad combination to have in your collection. The Psychic-type Pokémon isn’t a special
stat powerhouse but it can admirably get the job
done with a reasonable set of Psychic-type moves.
It learns a few off-the-mark moves like Poison Gas
and Disable, but these are actually useful moves that
could turn a fight in your favor. Poison Gas works for
Drowzee/Hypno much like it works for Koffing/Weezing, so use that to your advantage when you want to

LEVEL
START
START
START
START
START
33
37
43

ATTACK
Pound
Hypnosis
Disable
Confusion
Head Butt
Poison Gas
Psychic
Meditate

TYPE
Normal
Psychic
Normal
Psychic
Normal
Poison
Psychic
Psychic

inflict long-term damage. Really, though, you could
possibly knock out your foe with a great one-two
punch of Confusion and Psychic. Confusion would
inflict a status effect, which could limit the blowback
of a missed Psychic attack. Confusion will affect
the Pokémon hit by possibly causing it to hurt itself
every time it tries to attack.
The chain, overall, isn’t a bad choice if you don’t
feel up to the challenge of catching an Abra (highly
recommended). It’s an interesting choice and a great
alternative to the other Psychic types out there until
you can acquire Mewtwo.
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By Lyndsey Hicks

Don’t forget to
download our DDR
glossary of terms!

Artist: RevenG
Difficulty: 4/5/9
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 190

Artist: Judy Crystal
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
Difficulty: 3/5/9
BPM: 157

Artist: B3-Project
Difficulty: 4/6/8
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 142

Exotic Ethnic, which first appears in DDR Max,
is the run-lover’s dream. The Heavy steps are so
full of long streams of nothing but twisting and
turning runs that every measure means learning
how to do crossovers is imperative. Though,
at a high speed, doing crossovers may not be
effective. The song is at a blazing 190 BPM,
which means that using speed mods to spread
out the arrow placement is somewhat necessary
but at the same time probably detrimental to
your health. If you’ve mastered the foot speed
necessary for speeding the song up, by all
means go ahead and speed it up to at least x2.
It will be a lot easier to read at that speed as
opposed to x1.5.

Romance no Kamisama (translated as God of
Romance) is an interesting song. First appearing in DDR 5th Mix, God of Romance follows
the tempo in the beginning and later picks up
Judy Crystal’s lyrics. Because it follows those
two, it makes for tricky steps that require quite a
bit of concentration. The complicated sections
arise when there are triplet sections that consist
of clustered red-blue-yellow arrows. These
clusters are plentiful along with the off-note
1/8th (blue) sections. Be prepared to gallop
quite a few times, as well.

Theme from Enter the Dragon is one of the most
notoriously offbeat songs in the entire game.
It’s designed to be a semi-difficult romp that
follows the beat yet jumps off at certain parts to
follow the sound effects. It’s not hard but it does
require some patience and attention to learning
the arrow patterns. The good thing about the
stepchart is that it’s quite repetitive. Most of the
tricky parts repeat themselves, so once you’ve
seen it, you probably can and will remember the
pattern and use it to your advantage.

Suggested speed mod: x2

Suggested speed mod: x2

Suggested speed mod: x2

UPCOMING SONGS
Artist: Judy Crystal
Difficulty: 3/5/8
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 160
Nori Nori Nori is a speedy song that takes
advantage of easy runs and clusters to keep you
on your toes. There are a few clusters that match
the beat perfectly, requiring you to be nimble. If
you’re using a speed mod to spread out the steps,
this will come in handy several times. Mostly,
because the clusters have a narrowly grouped
pattern in several parts that is made easier with
the ability to space them out. Don’t be discouraged if you miss a few of the clusters; it takes
quite a bit of practice to understand the various
ways that the clusters are placed.

Maxx Unlimited
Kakumei
La Senorita

Suggested speed mod: x1.5 or x2
24
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Yes, I really am a true friend of Mickey’s
A

s a 10-year-old child, I had particular tastes in my video games. I knew
enough to know that Super Mario
Bros. 3 was the greatest thing since
sliced bread, and I knew that Battletoads was a bunch of malarkey that wasn’t
going to amount to anything beyond local
torture. It was known in the sort of way that
you know when you see a man wearing a
trench coat in the summer that he’s up to
no good and he associates with others in the
back rooms of sadists that enjoyed, well, torturing children. You know, like N.A.R.C. But
I digress. I had enough sense to know full
well when I was rushing into a bad game
experience and when I was being sensible
and well-heeled. Except I didn’t.
When my birthday magically sprouted
from the clouds that year, I had but one
wish: Something Disney related. I couldn’t
just ask for a pony or Super Mario Bros. 3
by itself, which I also got. No, I had to have
something related to the House of Mouse
in addition to the Mario-flavored goodness.
That birthday was tainted, tainted in the
form of Adventures in the Magic Kingdom.
For starters, I was a sensitive and imaginative child. A sensitive young girl who wanted
nothing but friends and sleepovers with
other female children my own age. That’s
the dreams of most 10-year-old girls. In
my case, I wanted to be able to be a Disney
princess as well. I literally thought my life’s
ambition was to rule a Magic Kingdom from
my own porch and to have servants and the
like at my beck and call. All of this is to say
that when I played a Disney title, I wanted
to be able to interact with Mickey because
I LOVED Mickey and Minnie Mouse. So,
imagine my horror when I began a game of
Adventures in the Magic Kingdom and I was
not a Disney princess. No princess to rule a
nation, no Prince Charming to sweep me off
my feet (my fellow 10-year-old paramour at
the time was not going to cut it), no servants
and definitely no kingdom. I was tasked
with answering questions.
I know a lot about Disney, but these questions were and still are a bit much for a
10-year-old child to correctly answer. The
answers aren’t even given to you in the form
of notices posted around the game’s digital
theme park. There’s no way I would have
ever known the answers without having
the benefit of the Internet, which was still
lifetimes away. And to top off the indignity
of not knowing the correct answer, I was
scolded in game and told that “maybe you
aren’t really Mickey’s friend.” That sensitive child that I mentioned earlier that I
very much was? She was devastated by that
accusation. How dare they accuse me of not
being a friend of Mickey?!? The humiliation
cut deep.

retro game corner

with Lyndsey
Hicks
Seriously, though, the game’s not very
good. It’s not Capcom’s most shining effort
and it feels like it was slapped together at
the last minute to give the old man company something to brag about to his friends
down at the VA Club during breakfast. Sure,
it’s got the Disney license slapped all over
it, but Capcom couldn’t even be bothered to
accurately give the park a decent layout or
use non-descript graphics or music to illustrate the greatest theme park in the world.
So, as an adult, that humiliation didn’t run
too deep anymore. As a sensitive woman,
I learned to not take it too seriously that I
might not be a friend of Mickey’s for missing a question about Disney’s first colorized
picture.

Now, if you’ll excuse me, I have a real kingdom to attend to.

Lyndsey M. Hicks is editor-in-chief

of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
reached by email at
lyndseyh@gaminginsurrection.com
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Batman Forever
Warner Bros., 1995

PROPERTY REVIEW
Lyndsey Hicks

STRIP TALK
No fat-shaming
allowed
of any kind

On tap this issue:
STRIP TALK
No fat-shaming
should be allowed

L
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We review
Batman Forever
MARVEL
CHARACTER
Everything you ever
wanted to know
about Venom
OTAKU
Tenjho Tenge’s
second volume
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ANIME LOUNGE
A special group
comes together in
Special A
TOP 5
We tackle burning
anime questions

View this
content at
www.gaming
insurrection.
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The point where the Bat falters

T

here comes a time in every Batman
fan’s life where they must do the
expected: rank the original quadrilogy
of films. And, sure, everyone knows
that any Batman fan worth their salt is
going to put the first film in the No. 1 slot, Batman Returns second and Batman and Robin
dead last. But where does that leave the third
film if you’re not going by that requirement?
In our estimation, squarely in the middle. A
middling film deserves nothing more than
that.
Batman Forever doesn’t have as many
problems as its successor does, but it doesn’t
exactly inspire the warmest feelings toward
the franchise. Its main problem is the fact that
Val Kilmer — as good as an actor as he might
be — isn’t exactly our idea of Batman/Bruce
Wayne. We were in no way convinced that
he should have taken up the cowl and tights,
well after he did. It was a colossal miscast that
rather plunged the franchise into the downward spiral that it remained in until Batman
Begins.
The second problem is the casting of Jim Carrey as the Riddler. He wasn’t terrible, but if he
can steal every scene in a movie, he will, and
it will not always be pleasant. We get the appeal of Carrey because he was the only person
at the time that could have possibly carried off
the campiness of the Riddler, but his presence
actually hurt the film more than it helped.
While we’re on the subject of the villains
present in the film, we have to give something
to Tommy Lee Jones as Harvey Dent/Two Face.
Jones managed to make Two Face interesting
and bring some much-needed levity to the proceedings, but we’re still upset at the way Two

HOW WE GRADE

We score the properties in three categories: Casting
(or voice acting in cases of animated), plot and simi
larities to its source material. Each category receives
points out of the maximum of 10 per category and
30 overall. The percentage is the final score.

4.0

Face went out. Why mess up the established
train of common sense that Two Face provided
with a weak conclusion? It was unnecessary,
and it made the conclusion a little underwhelming.
We appreciated the inclusion of Robin/Dick
Grayson, which was needed after two previous
films with the Boy Wonder missing. Grayson,
as played by Chris O’Donnell, provided some
of the films brightest spots, which is much
better than the contributions of Nicole Kidman. Kidman, a fine actress in her own right,
was a throwaway character and dragged the
film down quite a bit. There is no chemistry
between her character, Chase Meridian, and
Val Kilmer’s Wayne, and it’s obvious pretty
early on.
So, with uninteresting leads with no chemistry, a scene-hogging main villain and a decent
plot, there’s nothing that really draws the
Batman fan into watching it multiple times. A
middling experience within a middle movie.
Story: 6
Like the comics: 3
Casting: 3
Total: 12 out of 30 or 4

et’s be real for a moment: I am what you
would call a fat girl. I’ve been fairly overweight for a large portion of my adult
life. It’s nothing I don’t already know
and it’s nothing that I haven’t tried to fix.
That doesn’t seem to stop my surviving parent
from attempting to fat shame me every time I
call him out for being a jerkhole. That glimpse
inside my hectic and drama-filled home life
should let you know how I feel about others fatshaming others. And, let’s get down to the nitty
gritty about things: I can’t stand women downgrading and fat-shaming each other.
Universally, I can’t stand women going
against each other. Real talk: We don’t exactly
have the best standing in the species, whether
it’s from the original sin still being used against
us (really, though? It’s been eons upon eons.
Some folks really need to let things go), or that
it’s still assumed that we’re dumb and can’t
fend for ourselves when we clearly have intelligence, there’s still a stigma attached to being
a woman. So, really, we need all the help we
can get starting with our own side of the species
stepping up to support each other. But what do
we get? “She looks like a beached whale.” “She
shouldn’t be into that weird stuff like cosplaying.” “She’s way too weird for any man to really
get involved with her.”
Having heard the majority of that foolishness
from my own side of things, and specifically
from black women, you’d think I’d be used to
it by now, but I’m not. It never ceases to amaze
me how many people — especially black people
— will throw stones and not get the full extent
of being different. I was born different. The
moment I came into the world, I was expected
to utilize my intelligence, and leverage the fact
that I could do whatever I wanted and be whatever I wanted. I was encouraged to have different interests and to not be so isolated and into
my own self. So, when I developed an interest
in other cultures besides my own (I do still have
nationalistic black pride, by the way), it came as
no shock to anyone who knew me well. I know
better than to ever fat shame anyone, let alone
other cosplayers and let alone women. It doesn’t
matter if you’re a big girl like me or rail thin; do
you and keep it moving.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of Gaming
Insurrection. She can be reached by email at
gicomics@gaminginsurrection.com
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Brandon Beatty

OTAKU CORNER

W

Tenjho Tenge heats up in
second volume of action

elcome back to another installment of
Otaku Corner. This time, we’re going back
to school, which means we’re enrolling
again at the renowned Todo Academy
where students learn the three basics:
Reading, writing and ass-kicking (yes, I said asskicking.) So, grab your backpacks, bento lunches
and your grappling gear because it’s time to check
in with the Juken Club in the latest installment of
Tenjho Tenge Volume 02: The Battle Bowl.
Based on the manga series by Oh! Great and
released by Geneon Entertainment (USA), Tenjho
Tenge follows the story of Soichiro Nagi and Bob
Makihara (aka the Knuckle Bombs), who plan to
add Todo Academy to their list of conquered territory. Their plan quickly falls apart when they meet
Aya and Maya Natsume, members of the Juken
Club, which stands against the student Executive
Council. After altercations with the council, Soichiro
and Bob join Aya and Maya along with Masataka
Takayanagi to fight the council, unaware that they
are now locked in a 400-year battle that has yet to
be resolved.
During golden week (Japanese May holiday), the
Juken Club begins their training to prepare for
future attacks from the Executive Council. At this
time, Maya has a great idea to go bowling to give
the club a break from training. Unfortunately, the
council makes immediate plans to send their forces
led by its most terrifying members to crush the
Juken Cub for good. In three episodes, the Juken
Club are separated from each other facing off the
council’s most feared “executioners,” who consist
of vice chairman Emi “The Black Blade” Isuzu, who
hates Maya with INTENSE passion; Shirō “The Last
Samurai” Tagami, who gives Aya a major battle;
and, Koji “Saga Mask” Sagara, who challenges Soichiro for free passage into the rest of the bowling
alley.
Meanwhile, Bob and Masataka deal some serious damage to the Council’s army while protecting Bob’s girlfriend, Chiaki Kounoike. After their
separate victories, the Juken Club looked as if they
were going to escape a vicious gauntlet, until the
Council’s president shows up ready to deal his own
brand of justice.
After watching this volume of Tenjho Tenge, I felt
that although the battles were drawn out, they still
kept the action intact. I personally like the way
episodes were written to give the Juken members
a chance to test their new skills while allowing the
backstory of the executioners to come full circle,
showing the reasons why they fight for the council
so much. You’ll still get the usual fan service moments, but the stage is set for future episodes that
will deepen the story line. Also, adding more punch
for the dollar, three new series coming from Ge-
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neon and the non-title ending made me feel that I
was not getting a case of buyer’s remorse. Geneon
USA and Bang Zoom! Entertainment deserve credit
as well with a smooth English adaptation and
translation as well as having excellent voice acting from Steve Staley (Soichro), Wendee Lee (Maya)
Stephanie Sheh (Aya), Johnny Yong Bosch (Masataka) and Jamison Price (Bob). Credit also goes to Kate
Higgins, Paul St. Peter and Dave Mallow for their
respective roles of Emi, Tagami and Sagara.
Tenjho Tenge continues to keep its successful
blend of school drama with intense martial arts
action that puts the series in a class by itself. Will
the Juken Club survive the wrath of the Council’s
president? Keep it here in Otaku Corner to find out.
Brandon Beatty is editor-at-large of Gaming
Insurrection. He can be reached by email at
brandonb@gaminginsurrection.com

Series: Special A
Episodes: 1 to 12
Premise: A group of extraordinarily
talented students are isolated in their school.
The group is comprised of the top seven
students from each class at Hakusenkan:
Kei Takishima, Hikari Hanazono, Jun and
Megumi Yamamoto, Tadashi Karino, Akira
Toudou and Ryuu Tsuji, and they’re the best
of the best within each class. Kei and Hikari,
ranked No. 1 and 2, have a longstand
ing rivalry dating back to childhood and
constantly compete against one another in
every thing they do. Whether it’s academics
with Lyndsey
or sports, Hikari’s goal is to one day surpass
Hicks
Kei. What Hikari doesn’t realize is that Kei is
completely in love with her.
Is it worth watching?: Yes. It’s a major accomplishment when you can
tackle a subject such as class warfare and in the same scene have a hilari
ous gag that makes a viewer laugh out loud. It’s great at being the serious
and lighthearted simultaneously, which makes it worthwhile to follow
through with the antics of the smart kids.
Breakout character: Kei Takishima. Kei has it all, quite frankly. So why he
continues to persist in chasing dense Hikari, we’ll never know. But Kei
is the breakout character here because, try as he might, the one thing
he is never successful on the first try is getting Hikari to understand his
feelings for her. However, Kei is a smooth talker and one of the funniest
characters in the series. He’s that likable, which is great considering he’s
the lead character.
Funniest episode: Episode 7: “Sensitive ~ Thickheaded.” Hikari tells
Kei that she will tell Kei just what she said about him in the previous
episode. Since Kei is keen to hear this info -- he’s in love with her -- Kei
engineers a contest that he knows he will probably win with Hikari’s talk
being the prize. How he gets her to open up and the lengths he goes to,
to get the information from Hikari are absolutely hilarious. Kei will stop at
nothing to get her to tell him how she feels about him.
Where it’s going?: Half of the series is left and there are some obvious
questions that need to be answered: How does Hikari really feel about
Kei? How do the others in the group feel about their potential pairing?
Will they actually get together? And how the others in the group faring in
their own lives and with each other? The pace picks up in the latter half of
the series and it becomes the focal point of the show how things will end
between the main characters and their friends.
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MARVEL CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT

Name: Edward Charles Allan Brock
Aliases: Toxin, Venom, Lethal Protector, 998th, Anti-Venom,
White Venom
Affiliation: Agent Venom, Savage Six, Sinister Six, The
Revengers, former partner of Vengeance, Spider-Man, Scarlet
Spider, F.E.A.S.T.
Special abilities: Because of the bonding of an alien
symbiote (that once partnered with Spider-Man/Peter Parker),
as Toxin, Brock has the same basic abilities as Spider-Man. He
can stick to walls, can change his identity and has unlimited
webbing, environmental camouflaging, quick-healing abili
ties and superhuman tracking strength in which he can track
anyone — not just other symbiotes — as long as he has
something to begin from. As Venom, he has the same abili
ties such as superhuman strength, durability, stamina, speed,
agility, reflexes, genetic memory, offspring detection, spider
sense, webbing generation and immunity to Spider-Man’s
spider sense.
Background: Eddie Brock grew up in an unloving home with
his father, who blamed him for the death of Eddie’s mother dur
ing childbirth. Brock began to exhibit signs of his future socio
pathic life during this time, making up stories to gain attention
and move ahead in life. Brock began working at the Daily Globe
newspaper as a reporter and got married to Ann Weying. Dur
ing his career in journalism, Brock excelled but was eventually
fired after he was made into a joke by unmasking the wrong
man as the villain known as Sin Eater. Brock summarily lost his
job and his wife divorced him. As he was humiliated by SpiderMan, Brock saw the superhero as the source of his problems
in life and developed an intense hatred for Spider-Man. As he
was contemplating suicide in a cathedral one day, Spider-Man
was battling his recently acquired alien symbiote. In an effort
to defeat the alien life form, Spider-Man used sonic waves
from the church’s bells to sever the bond between himself and
the suit. As the suit separated, it was drawn to the nearest life

force, which was Brock. Brock had become a vessel of pure
hate and enmity toward Spider-Man, and the alien was drawn
to and fueled by this hatred. Brock had also recently learned
that he had adrenal cancer, which caused his emotions to de
stabilize. With the bonding of Brock and the symbiote complete
(Brock completely bonded mentally and physically with the
symbiote; Spider-Man did not), he learned Spider-Man’s secret
identity and went on to wage all-out war against Parker and
his loved ones. Despite his penchant for seeking the destruc
tion of Spider-Man, there have been periods of truce and calm
between the natural foes. Others have taken up the mantel of
Venom as well, and Brock has since changed his name to AntiVenom and most recently Toxin.
Relationships: Ann Weying (She-Venom), ex-wife; Jenna
Cole (friend); Peter Parker (Spider-Man), alien symbiote father
spawn; Cletus Kasady (Carnage), alien symbiote father spawn;
Beck Underwood (ex-girlfriend)
First Versus game appearance: Marvel vs. Capcom
Appearances in other media: Spider-Man (animated series),
Spider-Man Unlimited (animated series), Hulk and the Agents
of S.M.A.S.H. (animated series), Ultimate Spider-Man (animat
ed series), Spider-Man 3 (film), The Amazing Spider-Man vs.
The Kingpin (video game), Maximum Carnage (video game),
Venom/Spider-Man: Separation Anxiety (video game), SpiderMan (1995 and 2000, video game), Ultimate Spider-Man
(video game), Marvel vs. Capcom (video game), Marvel vs.
Capcom 2 (video game), Marvel Nemesis: Rise of the Imper
fects (video game), Spider-Man 3 (video game), Spider-Man:
Friend or Foe (video game), Spider-Man: Web of Shadows
(video game), Marvel: Ultimate Alliance (video game), Marvel:
Ultimate Alliance 2 (video game), Marvel Super Hero Squad
Online (video game), Marvel Avengers: Battle for Earth (video
game), Marvel Heroes (video game), Lego Marvel Super He
roes (video game), The Amazing Spider-Man 2 (video game),
Disney Infinity: Marvel Super Heroes (video game)

TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — BURNING ANIME QUESTIONS EDITION
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Big O
What was the event that caused
the amnesia 40 years before?
It’s hinted that an event caused everyone
in Paradigm City to lose their memo
ries. Every so often the city resets itself,
but it’s also explained that a worldwide
catastrophe is the cause of the amnesia,
and that reality in the series is a virtual
reality that resets because of Angel.
Also, there is speculation that Roger
Smith aka The Negotiator is a robot, but
it is never confirmed.
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OreImo
Which girl did the main character
wind up with? And did his parents
approve of his sister’s eroge?
The main character, Kyosuke, basically
enters a harem situation with several girls
in his life, including his sister, Kirino. As a
side note, their parents find out that Kirino
is an otaku and collects eroge but Kyosuke
manages to defuse the situation and save
Kirino’s eroge collection. The main ques
tion there, however, is did her parents ever
realize that the eroge collection was, in
fact, Kirino’s and that she still had it?

Cowboy Bebop
Did Spike actually die at the end?
Speculation has run rampant that Spike
Spiegel, the main character of Cowboy
Bebop, didn’t die in the final duel that he
has with antagonist/main rival Vicious.
According to some fans, Spike managed
to survive his gunshot wounds after
being shot down in the climactic clash at
the Vicious’ headquarters and lived to see
another bounty. Personally, we don’t be
lieve so. He was very clearly shown to be
dead as well as Vicious and the woman
they were fighting for.

Avatar: The Legend of Korra/Avatar: The Last Airbender
Who is Suyin Beifong’s father?
Who is the mother of Zuko’s
daughter?
It’s stated that Toph Beifong has two
children that you see in the series, Re
public City Chief of Police Lin Beifong
and Zaofu matriarch Suyin Beifong.
While Lin’s father is briefly talked about,
Suyin’s is not. Zuko is shown to be in a
relationship with Mai at the end of The
Last Airbender, but it’s never said if she
is the mother of Zuko’s daughter.

Bleach
Does Aizen actually carry out the
full 20,000-year sentence?
While we do know that Sosuke Aizen is
sentenced to his long stay in prison at the
end of his arc in Bleach, we don’t know
if he will ever carry out the full sentence.
It’s probable that the villain will, given
that souls do not die or age like normal in
Soul Society and he was empowered by
the Hōgyoku, which renders the person
infused with it effectively immortal. Even
though he was let out of prison in the final
act of Bleach, it’s implied that he was ef
fectively held to serve the entire sentence.
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Life happens but we must move forward
T
here comes a time when
every boss needs to think
about her future.
I have been working on
Gaming Insurrection fulltime for the better part of eight
years. And, let me tell you, these
long eight years have been simultaneously heartbreaking and
rewarding. We’ve survived getting
bigger, getting smaller, losing cofounders, dropping to a two-man
crew and upsizing the amount of
content we produce on a quarterly
basis. Through it all, I’ve been sustained by my love for video games
and journalism. That’s partially
the reason why I’ve been doing GI
for as long as I have: because I love
those two things, specifically. Once
upon a time, they were my life
and I needed something to do. But
then I grew up. My tastes, along
with my job, changed. I went from
a married 20-something living
with my husband, to a divorced
30-something with disposable
income, living at home and taking
care of my parent.
And I gave up journalism and
nearly gave up video games.
In the middle of working on the
4Q2011 issue, my producing partner
and husband of seven years decided he couldn’t be married anymore. Immediately, we separated
(editor’s note: I’m being nice here
and biting my tongue) and in the
short run, I realized that I wasn’t
going to be married anymore to
this person. That’s the reason why
I slowly changed my name back to
Hicks throughout GI.
In the long run, I realized there
was going to be a long-lasting
change to GI. My baby, my idea,
my piece of the pie was being
changed through no fault of its
own, and I had to do something.
So, I recruited writers and continued on my merry way. Half way
through producing the 2Q2012
issue, I learned that GI Mama was
diagnosed with a terminal illness.
This time, everything changed
permanently. My focus shifted
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GI’s editors Lyndsey and Brandon enjoy a day off.

even though I was still involved in
journalism and would be for another two years. Once I figured out
where I was going to go and what
I needed to do, I started planning
to move back to Columbia and care
for my mama in her final years. At
about the same time, I came to the
realization that I wasn’t going to be
able work in journalism any longer
and suddenly, GI became superfluous.
Over the course of the next two
years, I thought about whether I
still wanted to do this thing called
Gaming Insurrection. It’s time
consuming and with the job that
I have now and fewer writers, everything had taken on a veil of “too
much.” I creatively became burnt

out and nearly stopped playing
games altogether. I felt that I had
told all of the stories I wanted to
tell, the tales that I came up with
when I began GI in the winter of
2002 in my kitchen. I was, truthfully, so hurt by the dissolution of
my marriage that I didn’t want to
touch another game ever again.
That was significant, by the way,
because my husband wasn’t just
my spouse; he was also my gaming partner and the reason why
I restarted GI in the first place.
The idea of talking about games
stemmed from our late-night conversations at our favorite Waffle
House in Anderson, S.C., which
is where I was when I decided to
restart the dream. My Xbox 360 sat

untouched for months at a time,
and I dreaded playing everything
that I owned — especially Borderlands — because even the slightest
playthrough of anything reminded
me of the years I spent sitting in
front of a TV playing with him. The
dream was dead, as Marvel Comics’ Onslaught would say.
But did the dream really die?
Well, now that I’ve settled in at
home, missed a few deadlines for
the first time and decided to be
just a small force of two, I can say
with a modicum of certainty that
I want to continue doing things
for a little while longer. No, I don’t
make money from GI. Yes, all I
get is the satisfaction of being an
editing overlord to my longtime

writer-turned-boyfriend/partner
(that really is the best perk, by the
way). And, yes, I do get the occasional “You’re really talented.
And a supreme video game geek.”
But the reason why I keep coming
back, putting out issues, traveling
and coaching? It’s because I like
this. GI, in its own twisted, crazy
way, has been there for me when
the world was falling apart around
me. No, it’s not a real person, but
I’m pretty sure it loves me, and I
love it, too. So, here’s to another
year of creativity and video games
… because I can.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief
of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
reached by email at
lyndseyh@gaminginsurrection.com
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